Materials/Tools we
give students
Training Manuals

Phone Lists and Contact
Information

Purpose of the Material
These materials contain the content covered in your
class/course. They may also provide extra scaffolding or
supplementary information that wasn’t part of the class or
course.
These materials contain factual content related to contact
information.

Manuals and
Reference
Materials
Other reference materials

These materials contain blocks of data organized in a way to
support searching and scanning activities. Here users need to
access specific information quickly and easily.

Procedural or process guides

These job-aids provide step-by-step directions on how to
perform a procedure or task.

Checklists

These job-aids support the need to document a list of items or
tasks that must be completed for a complex process. These
checklists ensure accuracy and completeness within a given
task.
These job-aids allow you to input data and then perform
calculations.

Job-aids
Calculators
Decision tables and
Flowcharts

These job-aids walk you through several conditions and or
decisions points. Your inputs here will guide you to a set of
recommendations to follow.

Advantages of a Mobile Option
Mobile devices are connected to the internet and can have
dynamic content. Use of movies, audio and interactive
elements can add extra support and expand on your
classroom content.
Built-in mobile features can trigger phone calls, SMS and
email functions. This information could be dynamic so
that it adjusts to changes within the organization.
Skype and FaceTime options are available now to enable
Video Conferencing. Other options include GPS and
location information that could map directions.
GPS, Scanning and recognition features within these
devices can push/pull information to your students based
on their immediate environment. Networks, databases, and
mobile computing power can greatly amplify your
student’s search capabilities.
Video, AR and interactive content could be included with
your procedural guides to provide greater detail and
guidance on these procedures.
When checklists are completed, mobile devices could
trigger emails, alerts or other notifications.
Calculations and cluster analysis could be automated.
This then could create custom material handouts or send
data to other sources.
Data wizards can be setup to walk users through these
items.

